Column switch removal S4 spider with Nardi wheel
Before you start make sure the wheels are in the straight ahead position – you want the steering wheel
to go back on straight after all! I also put a blob of black paint on the shaft at 12 o clock and the steering
wheel boss (also at 12 o clock)
1. disconnect battery earth cable

2. pop off horn assy. Take off wire

3. Unscrew 6 small hex bolt and remove steering wheel

4. Remove metal spacer behind wheel (Nardi)

5. Take off rubber surround on steering wheel boss (Nardi)

6. Unscrew central large nut (24mm) and washer, with a long sleeved socket (it needs to be long, as the
shaft sticks through the nut a fair bit)

7. Try to pull steering wheel boss (Nardi) off. If it does not want to come off, spray generously with a
good release spray (not WD40 it is not thin enough), refit large bolt so it is flush with the top of the shaft
(you do not want to split this shaft, or you will need a new column) as we are now going to use a puller!
NOTE: I have put a blob of black paint at 12 o clock on the end of the steering shaft (hard to see, but it is
there!) and on the hub (that was before I noticed the hub was marked „Top“, but still helps when putting
it back exactly on the spline from which it came off!!)

8. Put puller on and tighten (not too much, just until you feel decent pressure, or the puller might start
doing damage!) and then give it a couple of sharp hits with a steel hammer (not rubber, it has to get a

short sharp shock), retighten puller another quarter turn, tap again – if you keep doing it this way it will
suddenly ping off!

9. Now remove 24 mm nut and washer (remember to put the washer back, on re-assembly!)

10. Now you can pull off the boss. The Nardi boss comes off with the horn wire.

11. Note the Nardi Boss has a marking to show you „TOP“ – useful!

12. This is where we are at at this stage (took me 10 minutes so far, as someone had thoughtfully
greased the shaft and splines when they swopped the original ugly wheel for the Nardi (thanks PO!)

The next stage is removing the steering column plastic „Clam“ (the 2 plastic halves around the column)
13. To start this stage you need to remove one philips head screw underneath the knee pad just to the
right under the steering wheel – this is the piece with the driver’s side floor light in it.

NOTE: for those interested in detail, the footwell lights have a rubber shroud originally, this helps a little
in throwing the light down a bit more! It will be up there somewhere, just have a look – but most will
have slid off!

14. The kneepad screw goes into a bracket with a set nut in it

15. With this loose, now flip open the fuse box cover (knee pad on left) and unscrew the 2 small philips
head screws holding the bracket on the right of the fuse cover, and slide it out left out of the right knee
bolster
NOTE: it has a black plastic spacer which you shouldn’t lose, or it will forever be making noises and will
not fit nicely when it comes to putting it back. Don’t lose the 2 screws or tiny spring washers either!

16. Unclip the fuse box holder from knee bolster

17. Now the right side bolster is also held in by a plug that slides into the centre console bracket, just
wiggle it carefully out and it will drop down (still hanging by the wires holding the floor light and the
dashlight rheostat rolling switch) – just let it hang down.

18. Be careful of the little flap at the top riveted on by 3 plastic rivets (as seen in Photo 14), don’t force it
or you will break it and this little flap hides all the wires under the right hand side of the steering column
when it is all put back (typical alfa afterthought!)

19. Now on the left bolster slide it out of its fixing on the top left
NOTE: this also has the plastic spacer, as on the right side, in photo 15 above!

20. If your car has the electronic headlight adjusters (anti-dazzle) then take off this connection to allow
more movement and swing the left bolster out of the way. It drops right out of the way, but still hangs
on the fusebox light cable, no need to disconnect this

21. Now the bolsters are out of the way, time to unscrew the 4 philips head self tapping screws holding
the column „Clam“ together, from below. 2 screws at the back, and 2 at the front.

22. NOTE the 2 long screws are for the back (closest to engine) the 2 short for the front (closest the
steering wheel)

23. Bottom half of „Clam“ just falls off. To remove the top half, flick all the column switches down
(somehow makes it easier to remove top half!) and CAREFULLY wiggle the top half out from under the
cluster. It is very easy to do, and a good time to clean the inside and outside of the 2 halves of the „Clam“

24. If you want, you can slip off the ignition switch rubber finisher!

...if only to see what it looks like at the back!

25. You are now at this stage. Don’t panic, it is better than it seems! Time for a Bud!!

Time to tackle the column switch removal itself!
26.You start by undoing the 2 retaining screws (they have little 9 mm spring nuts on the rear (might be
8mm, forgot to write it down! – but easy peasy) I didn’t take a photo of these, so will go back to an old
photo, The screws can just be seen at 11 o‘ clock and 5 o‘ clock on this photo – but it is pretty obvious
once you are this far!

27. You now release the cable loom on the left side (indicators and lights stalk loom) from a retaining
clip on the left of the column – just follow the steering column down on the left, you will see it. Just slip it
out, no need to open it so much that next time it will break off, or something stupid like that!

28. The right hand cable loom (wiper stalk) goes OVER the ignition switch – remember this when reassembling

29. Follow the right hand loom (it is only about a foot long) to the connector blocks. One big square black
block with 8 connections, and one single black connector. Disconnect both and pull that side of the loom
free. Very easy to do.
30. Now for the right hand loom, the side that needs a lot more care! (remember we have already
unclipped it from the clip on the steering column in step 27 above) we have now to remove the fuse box
itself. To do this you simply pull the left upper corner of the fuse box from its plastic clip mount (just
visible in this photo at the top left corner of the aluminium Sipea relay!) – it just clips out

31. Then slide out the right side, which simply plugs into steel brace

32. The whole fuse box now falls down hanging on its various wires. You need to turn it around as you
need to get to the back, and ‚Lo and Behold‘ it looks like a spaghetti bolognese!

33. We want to remove the connections of the column stalk left hand loom (that for indicators and
lights), but here we have to be careful, as there are a lot of free spaces behind there and you simply have
to mark where everything goes back, or you will be guessing. The left hand column switch loom (which is
about 2 feet long) comprises the following connectors: A triple grey plastic connector, a single yellow, a
single red, and a single black connector. Here is where they go:
a) the triple grey connector goes here, second row up on left – there is one empty male connector on the
left, to give you orientation (note from left to right the wire colours, Green/Grey-Black/Grey) my
screwdriver is pointing to it

b) the red single connector, goes bottom right, second row up, three from the left!

c) the single yellow wire connector (it is to the right of the triple grey connector we showed above, but
there is ONE space between them, OK?

d) the single (unsheathed) black connector (this was impossible to photograph), is in there somewhere,
just above a white wire connector, about in the middle, second row down. Best I can do on that one, so
make a good mental note!

34. Having noted where all the connectors go back, we can now disconnect them and the whole column
switch pulls off in your hands! You might have to snip off a cable tie, or undo some tape to get the loom
free. Just remember to cable tie it back on re-assembly!

35. Re-assembly is in the reverse order, and should look like this, but before you finally put it all back,
test the item by connecting the looms and re-connecting the battery. Put key in and turn on ignition, or
the wiper function and washer function will not work.

I hope this helps some fellow S4/Nardi members. If you have the original wheel, some of the earlier
steps in removing the wheel boss obviously will be different! Good Luck! Dominic (Munich, Germany)

